
A BIOGRAPHY OF SCOTTISH NOVELIST TOBIAS GEORGE SMOLLETT

Tobias George Smollett (baptised 19 March ; died 17 September ) was a Scottish poet and author. He was best known
for his picaresque novels, such.

Spector, Tobias Smollett  In addition to writing he had an active publishing career, editing periodicals,
translating, and compiling. Recommended for general historical and social background are J. Crawley, quite
satisfied. The example essays in Kibin's library were written by real students for real classes. To protect the
anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. Smollett
returned to London from the West Indies briefly in , but he soon sailed back to Jamaica, where he married
Anne Lassalls, an heiress, probably in  After his death in Italy in , his cousin Jane Smollett had the Renton
monument built in  The area around the monument was improved in , with an explanatory plaque. Like his
contemporary, friend, and fellow physician Oliver Goldsmith, Smollett earned his living primarily as a
professional writer rather than from his medical practice. He had for some time been suffering from an
intestinal disorder. What hooks you? See his letters ed. Humphreys, The Augustan World ; and R. Of the
occasional odes that Smollett published between and , the best was his movingly patriotic The Tears of
Scotland  Although he traveled constantly through England and Scotland between and , he was finally forced
by his deteriorating health to leave England forever and to move to Italy in  It sold poorly, and Smollett was
forced into borrowing from friends and into further hack writing. By , although he was only 38 years old, he
was already suffering so severely from the asthma and associated complicating disorders that eventually led to
his death that he sought feverishly but unsuccessfully to obtain a diplomatic post that would take him to a
warmer climate to live and work. His novel Sir Lancelot Greaves â€”62 , which is based on Don Quixote, is
considered his weakest work. The wider picture in Scotland at the time is set out in our Historical Timeline.
Crawley asked what the young people were reading, the governess replied "Smollett". The variety and extent
of Tobias Smollett's interests, his phlegmatic Scottish nature, the grossness and bite of his satires, and the
keenness of his caricatures distinguish the man and his works. Early in he became editor of The Critical
Review , a Tory and church paper, at the same time writing his Complete History of England, which was
financially successful. Smollett died in Italy in  Smollett died in Italy in  Smollett is usually considered to be
the author of The Adventures of an Atom , a satire that pretended to be about Japan but was, in fact, a coarse
and violent attack on important political issues and personages in the early years of the reign of George III.
Reading example essays works the same way! Jean succeeded to Bonhill after the death of her cousin-german
, Mr Commissary Smollett, and resumed her maiden name of Smollett in  In the same year Smollett began
reviewing books for the Monthly Review, an activity that he expanded later for the Critical Review.
Recommended for general historical and social background are J. In the same year Smollett began reviewing
books for the Monthly Review, an activity that he expanded later for the Critical Review. But he first rose to
prominence as a writer with the publication in of The Strange and Surprising Adventures of Captain Roderick
Random. Travels through France and Italy followed in , and in he published The History and Adventures of an
Atom, a view of English politics during the Seven Years' War masquerading as a story from ancient Japan.
Rousseau , and H. Encyclopedia of World Biography. In , at the same time that he was trying to establish a
medical practice in London, Smollett began to publish a series of minor poems and attempted unsuccessfully
to have his first play, an ill-starred tragedy entitled The Regicide, produced. It comprises a tall Tuscan column
topped by an urn. Like his contemporary, friend, and fellow physician Oliver Goldsmith , Smollett earned his
living primarily as a professional writer rather than from his medical practice. Spector, Tobias Smollett  His
only epistolary novel, Humphrey Clinker reflects a more careful structure, a more balanced view of human
nature, and a greater control of style and character than any of his earlier fiction. His novels were published by
the well-known London bookseller Andrew Millar. She was a daughter of William Lascelles. This proved
unsuccessful and instead he took a commission as a naval surgeon on board HMS Chichester for a voyage to
Jamaica.


